MQ SWEEP RIDER GUIDELINES
Sweep riders play an important part of Trail Rides, Guided Tours and Competition enduro events. Their duties will include
but not be restricted to the safe circulation of riders on all tracks, to help and recover any injured riders, provide
mechanical help and recover any motorbikes which have broken down.

SWEEP RIDER REQUIREMENTS
The position of a sweep rider can be easily overlooked as being a crucial part of a trail ride or Enduro event. A sweep rider
is someone who is a competent rider and owns and operates a safe and reliable dirt bike. Those who fill the sweep rider
position are aware that their position as a sweep rider is to be taken seriously and that they are ultimately responsible for
the safety of all other riders, officials and attendees. As a result of this, Motorcycling Queensland only allow clubs and
promoters to utilise individuals who are 18 years or older.
At a trail ride or enduro event, a sweep rider MUST sign on the designated MQ sweep rider sign on form. They complete this
form agreeing that they have read and understand their duties will include but not be restricted to the safe circulation of
riders on all tracks, help and recovery to injured riders and mechanical help and recovery of motorbikes. They are also
required to adhere to and be under the direction of the Promoting club management Committee, The Trail Boss, Race
Secretary and Head Sweep Rider.
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A SWEEP RIDER
Must be over 18 years of age
Must complete the MQ Sweep Sign on form
Sweep riders must ride in a minimum group of 2
One rider in each group must have a first aid certificate
Must be a competent rider
Must have a safe and reliable bike
Must not carry any injury or illness
Must follow the direction of the Trail Boss, Ride Secretary and Head Sweep Rider
Must have a zero blood-alcohol limit prior to and during the trail ride

